Monday: 9/30
- Visiting Papa Walt and Grandma to see where the class garden will be.
- Unicoi State Park and Anna Ruby Falls.

Tuesday: 10/1
- Mauldin Garden.
- Looking at October and ACCEPTED SMART GOALS.
- Time to work on books.
- Independent work time.
- Possibly using the nets at Soque site.

Wednesday: 10/2
- Time to work on books and independent work time.
- Possibly shocking fish with N. GA. Tech.

Thursday: 10/3
- Mauldin Garden
- Clarkesville Soup Kitchen
- Yonny Martinez sharing about his home Venezuela and teaching how to cook arepas.
- Time to work on books and independent work time.

Friday: 10/4
- Time to work on books and independent work time.
- Get spot ready for Open House.
- Funopolis in Commerce from 12-2pm.

Saturday: 10/5
- One year celebration for The Adventure Store with food truck and inflatable slide.
- Open House for students to show off space and books.